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Summary

During this workshop participants will learn how to make a lock and learn how to pick the lock with
some supplied lock-picking tools.

Materials

These materials are per participant if not specified otherwise.

1 x A3 corrugated cardboard sheet, 3mm
2 x A3 corrugated cardboard sheets, 6mm
1 x A3 coated acrylic 3mm (for picks, rings)
1 x A3 Coated acrylic, 6mm (for tension wrenches, chamber support)
1 x Postage tube, 51mm (O/D:60mm)
3x 50mm metal pipe (I/D: 7-9mm O/D: 10mm)
3 x Retractable Ballpoint pen (for spring)
4 x Skewers (3mm diameter)
3 x 30mm Dowel (Diameter: 6mm)
3 x 25mm Dowel (Diameter: 6mm)
3 x O-ring (I/D: 4.1mm O/D: 7.3mm), Nitrile rubber
4 x strong mini magnets
Electrical tape
2 x Rubber bands (fit around the hull)

Tools

Tools required during the workshop. It is not required that one of each is supplied for participants but
one tool per two participants is preferred.

Sandpaper (not too rough)1.
Side cutters (for biting off skewers)2.
Scissors (for cutting tape)3.
Covered footwear4.
Tinfoil hat5.

Instructions

Rename the steps as you like, use italics or bold for emphasis

Step Zero: The Tumbler Lock and Your Kit
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Step One: The Plug

We'll start with putting our plug together. Each segment has a number on the bottom front side. Put
the plug together with the help of a couple of skewers adding each layer one-by-one (There are 17
layers in total). Make sure that the skewer holes in your cardboard segments are punched out. insert
the skewers from back to front starting with the last layer, layer 17.

Snip off the ends of the skewers (make sure you hold on to the bit you're cutting so it doesn't fly off!)

Grab two of your magnets and insert them into the small hole on one of the sides of your plug. Face
the magnet front/back outwards. Make sure it is lower or flat with the surface otherwise it may cause
unwanted friction when turning the plug. It doesn't matter what direction the polarity is going for the
time being. We will match the other magnets with it later.

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:1_lock_animation.gif
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:2_lock_parts.png
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0002-desc.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0003.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0005.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0006.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0007.jpg
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Note that the magnets need to be on the left side when seen
from the front (keyhole is facing the front for reference)! This
is so they align with the magnets in the hasp.

Put a strip of electrical tape horizontally around the plug to keep everything in place (including the
magnets). Make sure you are not compressing the cardboard too much but also that there isn't any
space between the layers.

Before we move on, insert your plug into the white tube and make sure the plug spins properly
without any or little friction. Feel free to use sandpaper to remove some of the rough parts on the
tube. Align the holes of the plug and the tube, you might need to flip the plug 180 degrees for the
best result.

Step Two: Key Pin and Fitting

Collect your three acrylic rings, they are small so don't lose them, also make sure you remove the
plug from the white tube.

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0008.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0009.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0010.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0011.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0013.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0014.jpg
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We are going to insert the rings into each of our plug's holes. This is going to keep our key pins from
dropping or getting pushed out into the key hole. Make sure you push them all the way in (5mm or
so), some force might be needed but make sure you don't damage the cardboard holding the ring.
The rings should lay flat in the holes.

You should be able to look into the key hole and see each of
the rings sticking down into the keyhole slightly.

Grab your key pins (which are the three slightly shorter pins with a small groove) and carefully sand
them so they are as smooth as possible, we don't want anything sticking out. Once you're happy with
the result, thread your o-rings over the key pins and seat it in the groove.

Finally, insert the key pins into the holes in the plug keeping the end with the o-ring pointed up, our
acrylic rings should keep it from falling too far down. It should be easy to push the pins up and fall
back down when released. You can use your lock pick or tension wrench to test it out. If you are
having problems you might need to adjust your rings.

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0015.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0016.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0017.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0018.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0020.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0021.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0022.jpg
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Step Three: The Hull

The hull consists of 9 layers. A front, back, hasp layer and filler layers.

First of all grab your layer with the hasp and carefully remove it. We are attaching the other two
magnets to the hasp. Make sure the polarity matches the polarity of the magnets in the plug. An easy
way to do this is to put your plug in the white tube (to make the removal of magnets easier) and let
the magnets snap together on the outside. This way you'll know which side should point in or out.
Make sure the magnets in the hasp don't stick out too much and add a piece of tape to keep it in
place. Don't use too much as it will add unwanted friction. Put the hasp back into it's layer before the
next step.

Once again, use a couple of skewers and work from the back to the front. The haps will be the middle
layer (5th from both front and back). When all 9 layers are in place, snip off the skewers, once this is
done we will remove the front layer for now. You can add a couple of rubber bands to keep everything
together.

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0023.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0024.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0025.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0027.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0027.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0028.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0029.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0030.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0031.jpg
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Snip off the two first skewers and reuse whats left over for
the remaining two holes.

Step Four: Set Pins & Chamber

In order for our set pins and springs to have a friction-free path we will be using aluminium pipe,
which we will call the chamber. The first thing we need to do is make sure it fits into the plug housing
(the big white tube). You might need to work it into the holes, if you do, make sure to remove (with
sandpaper) any rogue cardboard on the inside of the tube as this may cause some unwanted friction.

Put the plug into the housing and twist it 90 degrees. We do this so we don't accidentally push our
chambers into the holes in the plug.

Once the chambers are in place drop the set pins into the the pipe followed my the springs. Make
sure your springs are flush with the top of the chambers. If it isn't reaching the top take the spring out
and stretch it slightly over a skewer to keep it straight and stretch it gradually in order to not make it
too long. If it's sticking out too much make sure your set pin or spring aren't getting stuck in the
chamber somehow.

Grab the chamber support and put it over the chambers, the open end should be facing to the front of
the plug/lock. It is important that you don't press the chambers into the actual plug, as it won't turn.
Once the support is in place (you may need to hold it due to the tension from the springs), gently
squeeze your plug housing and chambers into the hull, there should be some resistance so try
wiggling in.

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0032.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0033.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0035.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0037.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0038.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0041.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0047.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0048.jpg
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It is important that you do not stick the chambers too far into
the plug housing as it will most likely stop your plug from
turning at all. This is something to consider all the way
through this workshop.

Finally, we want to make sure that our pins are working. First use your tension wrench to carefully
turn your barrel back to “locked” position. Your set pins should all fall down into the plug and you
won't be able to turn the plug anymore. Grab your lock pick and gently press the key pins up, when
you release it the pin should get pushed back to its resting place. If something isn't working, check
the step below for some common issues.

Once everything is working and you are ready to try picking it, add the front layer and use your
rubber bands to keep everything nicely in place.

Step Five: Troubleshooting

There are a few things that can go wrong when putting the lock together. Here are a few things to
look out for or try:

Are your chambers (aluminium pipes) too far down and slid into the plug itself?
You may need to remove a few layers from your hull in order to pull them back up.

Are your key pins not being pushed back down?
Your spring may have gotten stuck between one of your chambers and the support (there

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0049.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0051.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0052.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0053.jpg
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is a bit of room).
Your spring might be a little short, check with step four to see how to fix this.
In some cases applying too much pressure/tension to the plug causes the set and key
pins to pass each other, resulting in the key pin getting wedged in.

It is easy to accidentally push your key pins backwards or forwards, just use you pick to
straighten them up and continue picking!
Having problems picking the lock?

When not applying tension, are all the key pins getting pushed back into place?
Check with the facilitator for some tips or just head onto youtube to check out some video
tutorials
It is important that picking a lot takes practice and you might not get it straight away, be
patient!

Has one of your key pins fallen down into the keyhole?
Your o-ring may have slipped out of it's groove. Ask the facilitator for a new key pin with
deeper grooves.

Step Six: Lock picking References

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0054.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:20160428_0055.jpg
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:3_lock_settingpin.gif
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:5_lock_singlepinpicking.gif
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TryIt and Feedback

1. Feedback: The main problem was the way the plug cardboard layers were numbered. In order to
save time we decided to cut (rather than engrave) numbers. We decided to go with roman numerals
as these were easier/faster to create in Illustrator and each symbol consists of a single lines rather
than outline. The problem was we didn't consider that it would cut through the cardboard resulting in
a mirrored number on the other side of the cardboard which made it difficult to know what number it
was.

Solution: An unnecessary problem which can easily be fixed by using a separate color for cutting the
number at a lower power. Alternatively just adding a period after each number would indicate which
side is up.

2. Feedback: Electrical tape looks ugly, doesn't stick very well

Solution: Will try different tape that looks better, sits better, ultimately it would be great no to use
tape at all. This will make the lock look a lot more professional.

3. Feedback: The Set pin barrels and the postage tube / plug housing were difficult to install into the
housing. The aluminum cylinders were getting pushed into the plug housing and were crooked
resulting in unwanted results.

Solution: I very simple piece of cardboard keeping the aluminum cylinders in place (thread over it).
Possibly two per kit. We do not yet have a solution to prohibit the aluminum cylinders getting pushed
into the plug housing (and in worst case; into the plug itself)

4. Other observations: A couple of rubber bands to hold the hull together rather than tap; looks better
and is easier to remove if you want to adjust of fix something in the lock.

A couple of the users were applying to much tension resulting in a damaged plugs due to set pins

https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=prototypes:iyj6lmp.jpg
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“digging” their way into the plug. As a result the locks wouldn't open even if the participant was
successful in picking them. It also resulted in the key pins getting wedged between cardboard and set
pin which resulted in the key pin getting stuck.

Woodford Feedback

tape is ugly and lacks stickiness1.
Cardboard is moisture vulnerable - suggest acrylic inserts to reinforce2.
Some variation in chamber length (1-2mm)3.
Spring length (strength) needs to be determined4.
Length of plug and tube don't match (variation casuses alignment issues with pins)5.
pins - if not well smoothed - stick in the inside of the6.
tubes dug into plug, stopping rotation.7.

Woodford Solutions

Replace acrylic rings with acylic plate insert that runs the length of the plug.1.
Add acrylic collar to to hull to hold aluminium chambers in place.2.

References

This were you put external links like LED generator

Files

This is where you put files for laser cutting etc..

Latest Adobe Illustrator files (zip)

Latest Corel Draw files (zip)

http://www.instructables.com/id/Electric-Generator-Powering-LEDs/
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/doku.php?id=prototypes:start
https://wiki.slq.qld.gov.au/doku.php?id=prototypes:start
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